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Abstract: This article explores the use of different techniques in carnival and carnivalized texts in the creation
of new meanings and alternatives, as Mikhail Bakhtin and Charlotte Perkins Gilman did, the former regarding
the social hierarchy and the latter more on feminist issues. Its main objective is to provide an overview on some
diverse devices that are used in relation to the fight against authority as a whole and the injustice particularly
against women. This article aims to show how these concepts of carnival (esque) and carnivalized text were
created and how they define female speculative fiction from different practice-based positions. It argues that
these techniques and devices work to preserve a sense of female agency in two ways: they can serve both as
a concrete carnivalesqe claim that strengthens political action as Bakhtin and Gilman had in their minds as their
aim and as a conceptualization of the broad and independent feminist positions that make up feminist praxis,
though Bakhtin ignored it but Gilman tried a lot for it.
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INTRODUCTION subverts the dominant style or atmosphere through

This study explores the origin, concept and carnivalesque to the concept of carnival, related to “the
application of carnival and carnivalized texts in the Feast of Fools”, a middle-age festival in which the
creation of new meanings and altenatives, as Mikhail humbler cathedral officials burlesqued the sacred
Bakhtin and Charlotte Perkins Gilman did. First of all, ceremonies, releasing "the natural lout beneath the
Bakhtin’s theories regarding carnivalesque are  to be cassock" [2].
analyzed and then Gilman’s carnivalized female In his  Problems  of  Dostoevsky’s  Poetics  (1929)
speculative  Herland    and    With   Her  in  Our  Land also  Bakhtin  likens  the  carnivalesque  in  literature to
(the Herland-Ourland and saga). the   carnivals    of  popular  culture.  Through  the

Bakhtin’s Rabelais and His World, as his main book carnival  and  carnivalesque   literature,   the world is
regarding the concept of carnivalesque, is about carnival turned  upside-down,   ideas    and    truths   are
tradition which can also be studied regarding carnivalized constantly  tested   and   contested  and  all  demand
text, a kind of writing that is of carnival spirit and has the equal  dialogic   status.   These   features   are  to be
characteristics of inversion, parody, discrowning and so found  in  Gilman’s  female   speculative    fiction  as well;
on [1]. In the carnival, social hierarchies of everyday life the   reader sees   subversion    in  different   ways
their solemnities and pieties and etiquettes, as well as all through her  speculative  novels. There is a gradual
ready-made truths are profaned and overturned by change   of    men’s    patriarchal    outlook    and  ideology
suppressed voices.  Thus,  fools become wise, kings turn throughout  Gilman’s   trilogy   of   speculative  fiction;
beggars; opposites are mingled (fact and fantasy, heaven
and hell).

Bakhtin in Rabelais and His World expresses the
forgotten popular humor of carnivals that can be
textualized. Carnivalesque refers to a literary mode that

humor and chaos. Bakhtin traces the origins of the

the men lose their power and women find their equal
positions with men.

This article explores to show that through Bakhtin’s
concept of “carnival” which is a way of subverting the
authority in the society, the carnivalized texts also have
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similar function. Through comparing the notion of adventurers discover that all-female land, gradually their
carnival with a carnivalized text, like the female speculative
novels of Gilman, it displays that both Bakhtin and Gilman
had the same idea, that is reform and worked towards the
same purpose through similar technique of carnivalization.
Through this approach, focusing on the theory of
carnivalesque, the gap between Bakhtin and feminist
scholars is filled up, as other theories of Bakhtin can also
be studied and applied to gender issues with the same
aim.

In the next section, first the nature of carnival
particularly in contemporary literature, Gilman’s
speculative saga, will be studied and applied to her
selected works. Then the interrelation between the
notions of carnivalesque, dialogiam, heteroglossia and
polyphony, regarding Gilman’s novels, will be discussed.
The concepts of the Other, the Self, outsidedness, alterity,
subversion and so on will be discussed and read through
Gilman’s works.

Carnivalized Text of Gilman’s Female Speculative Saga:
The alternative voices within  the  carnivalized  literary
text de-privilege the authority through their mingling of
“high culture”  with  the  profane,  or  through  mingling
the fact and fantasy and subverting the position of those
in power with those powerless. For Bakhtin it is within
literary forms like novel that one can find resistance to
authority  and   where    cultural    and  potentially
political,  change  can  take  place.  That  is  the way
Gilman created polyphony in her speculative fiction,
having different voices rather than one dominant male
voice. The hierarchy and power relationship between male
and female disappear in Gilman’s utopian trilogy.
Throughout her novels, there are many dialogues, all
repartees between male and female. There is no dominant
voice anymore, though at first there were male views to
underestimate women.

Carnival in contemporary literature is usually limited
to the content of works but carnivalesque can be detected
in plot, textual images, or language itself; it can be
detected in legends, unofficial history, humor, imagery,
parody and in ambivalent passions of the individual
character. Gilman’s speculative fiction includes fantasy
and also some hints to history (in With Her in Ourland,
where Ellador and Van travel to different countries and
witness world war one), parody and ambivalence of men’s
rejection and admitting them again to live in the society.
In Herland-Ourlandsaga, there is the carnivalesque plot
of death and renewal as well. In Herland, all men died
around 2000 years ago because of a natural disaster and
so the number of women increased. After  three  American

male and patriarchal views change and they begin to
accept the position of women and consider them as equal
human beings.

Terry, one of the male characters of the saga,who is
a typical man and very proud of himself, was punished for
misbehaving towards a Herlander. There is no man in
Herland; however the women are interested in knowing
more about men and at the end they show their eagerness
to live in a free and equal gendered society, as we see the
American men marrying Herlander women which indicates
the feminist dialogics, showing that Gilman did not intend
to support an all-female society. Actually in Gilman’s
saga, we find the gradual death of monologism and the
rebirth of polyphony. The image of the Herlanders, three
young women, observing the men from the treetops is one
of the examples which indicates the subversion of the
position of women.

Carnivalized language also can be studied in the
language of women and men; the Herlanders have their
own voice and heteroglossia; there is no supremacy of
male voice in Herland; even in With Her in Ourland when
Ellador and Van travel to different countries and witness
lack of women’s voice and the dominance of a
monoglossia of men, they talk about such issues and
criticize the different male-oriented societies.Van, as a
dialogic character understands that,

It took me a long time to realize- Terry never did
realize-… [that w] hen we say men, man, manly,
manhood and all other masculine derivate, we have
in the background of our minds a huge vague
crowded picture of the world and its activities. To
grow up and ‘be a man,’ to ‘act like a man’-the
meaning and connotation is wide indeed. The vast
background is full of marching columns of men,of
men steering their ships into new seas [,]…ploughing
and sowing and reaping…building roads and bridges
and high cathedrals, managing great
businesses[;]…of men everywhere, doing
everything-‘the world’…And when we say women,
we think female-the sex…but…in Herland women
were ‘the world.’ [3].

Different dialogues between Ellador and Van in
Herland-Ourland saga indicate Gilman’s revising the
hierarchy between the man and woman; even the speech
hierarchy is mostly reversed and Ellador’s arguments
about different issues regarding the male-oriented world
win.
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Herland, like Moving the Mountain, is narrated from The Herlanders hold a deep sisterly love for each
the point of view of a man; Vandyak, "Van", Jennings, a
sociologyist who, along with two friends (Terry O.
Nicholson and  Jeff  Margrave),  decided  to  explore  an
all-female land. When the explorers reach the land, they
are quickly found by three young women who are
watching them from the treetops. The women assign each
man a tutor teaching the men their language.

Van makes notes and comments about everything he
sees there. The women are very patient, intelligent,
hardworking, understanding and very keen tolearnt about
the male-oriented world outside and keep asking
questions from the men. Van finds himself confused
justifying the practices of his own society such as the
milking of cows, the keeping of dogs as pets, wars and
abortion, when faced with the female utopia. The men had
been killed 2000 years ago because of a volcanic eruption.
Ever since that time the women had devoted themselves
to improving their minds, working together and raising
their children, developing a female utopia.

The combination of official and non-official is another
characteristic of carnival; as Bakhtin mentions that there
was a mixture of carnivals and humors with humanism and
advanced literary techniques in Renaissance of which
Rabelais is the perfect example. This kind of mingling can
be also attributed to Gilman’s Herland; in Herland women
are neither as unimportant nor unofficial as the American
men think since the men were accustomed to limited
women in their male-oriented society. The three men
notice that the female society of Herland is very well
organized and the women are not the ordinary and weak,
only doing house chores and taking  care  of  children.
The Herlanders insist on having good education as the
base of their society; there is no pregnancy and child
birth as are in the patriarchal society. So the non-official
women, as men considered women of their own society,
turned to official ones in Herland.

The dialogical feature of carnival is against the
authority of official culture; a carnival with its public fun
and unofficial celebrations tries to uproot the main
authority. Carnivals were the worlds of unlimited funny
forms standing against serious and formal tone of church
and  feudality  culture;  therefor  emonological  authority
was challenged since it was in struggle with other voices.

Carnival was public and with community; there were
many participants in a carnival and this is another feature
that can be found in Herland. All women work together in
Herland and there are different groups of women to decide
for different matters of the society, for example taking care
of children, for education and so on:

other, motherhood is their religion and most sacred
duty and their language is, as Van observes, ‘an
absolutely phonetic system, […] not hard to speak,
smooth and pleasant to the ear and so easy to read
and write [4].

In carnival everybody feels that they are a part of
collectivity, a community and they cease to be
themselves. It is again very similar to the female
community in Herland; there is no single dominant and
monologic voice in Herland and everybody is a part of
community.

In fact, carnival is a spectacle, but with no stage, in
which the participant is both actor and   spectator   [5].
The participants live in the carnival within the suspension
of hierarchical system with all the terror, reverence, piety
and etiquette connected to it. Carnival gives this freedom
of  contact  among  people  which  hierarchy   does  not.
In Gilman’s female utopian society also all women are free
and can communicate freely; there is no hierarchy and no
fear of it. The main hierarchy between men and women is
already reversed.

Bakhtin believes that the Self is dependent on the
Other; the Self cannot be self-determining. In a
carnivalesque text, the Self feels being watched, spied and
criticized by the Other [6]. Only the Other can see the
Self’s body as a whole. The urge to see oneself from the
outside is also in Herland; both the Herlanders and Van
like to see the other gender’s society and also to be seen
by the other group. The Herlanders like to see the reaction
of the men about different things in their all-female land;
Van also begins travelling to Asia, Europe and America
with Ellador and Ellador witnesses many things in those
countries  with  an   objective   view.   So   they,   men  and
women, both play the roles of the Self and the Other in
Gilman’s saga. The readers also consider the world from
a different, a woman’s or Gilman’s feminist view.

As Bakhtin wrote, “In the realm of culture,
outsidedness is a most powerful fact  in  understanding.
It is in the eyes of another culture that foreign culture
reveals itself fully and profoundly.” [7]. In this case Van
and Ellador are the strangers who analyze the other
society comparatively and the readers also estrange
themselves through their eyes to see the culture more
profoundly [8]. Van, as well as the readers, go with Ellador
and see the familiar things in our society again but
through a defamiliarized way, through an objective view.
Through a feminist critique, different things like the law,
institutions and traditions of the male-oriented society are
analyzed in Herland-Ourland.
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Another carnival’s main feature is parodythat is world, making of it an object of familiar contact and
related to the other feature of carnival is laughter which thus clearing the ground for an absolutely free
aims at exalted  objects,  debasing  them  and  forcing investigation of it. Laughter is a vital factor in laying
them to  renew themselves. Through laughter many down that prerequisite for fearlessness without
things are allowed while in a serious form they are not. which it would be impossible to approach the world
Carnival with all its features, motifs of change and realistically [12].
renewal, cyclical time, logic of inside out, continual shift
from top to bottom and from bottom to top and so on, Another feature of carnival is role reversal which is
leads to parody, as carnivalesque was a parody of the also accompanied by laughter and irony and parody; we
official life. In Gilman’s saga, she uses irony when see the examples of the role reversal in Gilman’s saga as
comparing the female society and male-oriented one. well,
Gilman mocks the shortcomings of the patriarchy and the
dominant male ideology. Even the men at first see the At the beginning of the novel, when men enter
Herlanders giggling at them: “something… like a Herland, the women are on the trees, on a higher
suppressed whisper of laughter-a little happy sound” position  that    implies    an     explicit   critique   of
(Herland 14). This other’s laughing can be a breaking the  hierarchy  of  man/woman.  This  is   the  first
through  the  male-oriented  dialogue. In Bakhtin’s role-reversal scene in which women are of subject
theories, laughter demolishes hierarchies, puts an end to position.  The  men’s  greeting-“doff [ing  their]
fear, unmasks ideologies and makes possible (artistic) hats”- is ridiculed by the women’s laughter.
creativity, etc. [9].

Gilman uses humor as a good weapon against male- The men (Ourlanders) stay for nine months in
oriented society. When the three American men reach Herland, in an all-female society in which women have
Herland, they are immediately surrounded by women; been living around for 2000 years. After staying there, the
Terry pulls his revolver, fires and instantly they are seized men come out with a new outlook. It is as if they were nine
by five women, each of them holding the men’s arm or leg, months staying in the womb and after birth they see and
or head; men were lifted like helpless children. This is one feel the importance of women as well. So Van turns to a
of the funny scenes in Herland; the male masters are dialogic man gradually throughout Herland-Ourland [13].
conquered and mastered.“We were borne inside It is a kind of rebirth and infantilization (which was done
struggling most manfully, but held secure most on women in the 19  century rest cure prescribed for
womanfully, in spite of our best endeavors” (Herland23). depressed women, not allowing them to read or write at all
Gilman creates a radical inversion, as we see in The Yellow Wallpaper by Gilman. Another

[…] the masters become the mastered, the powerful the Herlanders and the men are embarrassed a lot. Role
become the helpless […] Van highlights this reversal is one of the examples of the subversion.
predicament when he laments that the Herlandian Carnival inverts  binary  oppositions  andspecially
women were living in peace and power and plenty; can be used as an attack on male/female opposition.
we were …their prisoners, absolutely despondent. Identity inversion allows all to play free, free of limitations
[10]. and separations. Gilman made use of this kind of

Carnival laughter is a way to heterogeneity and speculative novels; in Herland, women took the control
alterity; the humor and parody in Herland leads to of everything in society and oftheir own  life  as  well.
Herland’s dialogic utopianism [11]. Bakhtin expands on Men are not the dominant gender there and the
the significance of the laughter, newcomers to Herland also lose their high positions they

Laughter has the remarkable power of…drawing [an Gilman in which all have a new interrelationship opposing
object] into a zone of crude contact where one can the hierarchical authority.
turn it upside down,… doubt it,… lay it bare and The Renaissance for Bakhtin was a sample of utopia;
expose it,… and experiment with it. Laughter in Renaissance the body got significance again. The way
demolishes fear and piety before an object, before a Rabelais made use of laughter to debase the hierarchies;

th

ironic situation is the one in which the men are found by

subversion in the structure and ideology of her

had for being a man. Herland is a carnival square for
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Bakhtin used language to develop subversion. The first it was women who were giving identity to men, but
language of carnival includes instability, relativity,
openness, eccentric, ambivalence, metamorphosis,
corporeality, infiniteness, syncretism, hybridity,
debasement and even myth. These features can be
referred to both form and content; in Herland, we saw a
form, a genre that is female speculative fiction as a
conglomeration of different genres of utopian, dystopian,
grotesque, fantasy and so on. Regarding content as well,
Gilman, through her style, techniques and the long and
many dialogues between the characters, tried to estrange
the ordinary and accepted norms of the society and made
the readers rethink the different issues in the society,
especially regarding women’s life.

Bakhtin, as he adored Dostoevsky and his
characterization, believed that a good characterization is
when the concept of becoming is present; the character
never has the final word or answer. According to Carolina
Nunez Puente, in Gilman’s saga we see that both men and
women can be the Self and the Other [14]. They shift
andcorrect their views after witnessing the other gender’s
life. This indicates dialogism, a never-ending process that
got influenced and expected a response in future as well;
men and women influenced each other’s views and both
can be improved.

CONCLUSION

In the carnivalesque game of inverting official values,
Bakhtin sees the anticipation of another, utopian world in
which openness, anarchy, relativity, ridiculing dogmas,
anti-hierarchism, questioning of authority and syncretism
are permitted [15]. An abnormal reality demands an
abnormal literary form and language [16]. Herland is of an
Amazonian nature; men are conquered rather than to
conquer and explore the land, Van by Ellodor, Jeff by
Celis, Terry by Alima. Gilman believed that male authors
always monopolized art and literature, written by and for
men  [17].  Therefore,  through  using  a  different  genre
and different techniques, Gilman tried to show the
inadequacies in the modern society particularly regarding
gender issues.

She subverted the binary oppositions of male/female
to  just  express  the  need  for  reform,  not  advertising
the monologic female world instead of the monologic
male-oriented society. Gilman advocates that both
genders are needed in the society and everything must be
considered equal for both male and female; she even
fictionalized a  parthenogenetic  society  to  show  that  at

men turned women to a mere housewife, a mother and a
consumer. So Gilman tried to revise both the history and
literature; women had the jobs of weaving, spinning,
farming and so on in ancient times and had more power
than men [18]. In Herland-Ourland saga also the
Herlanders like to move  toward  a  gendered  society, a
bi-sexual  race.  Women   think  about   beginning  to have
fatherhood, allowing men to have roles in the society
which is finalized with the birth of Van and Ellador’s son
at the end of With Her in Ourland.

Byreading the concept of Bakhtin’s carnival through
Gilman’s Herland-Ourland saga, a dialogue  between
both authors  has  been  initiated  in  this study.
Therefore Bakhtin’s concepts are not to be put aside just
because he ignored gender issues in his theories.
Bakhtin’s numerous complicated theories can be read
through women’s works and gender issues as it was done
in this paper; most of his notions such as polyphony,
hybridity, heteroglossia and so on, challenge the
authority and power, so they can be worked on regarding
gender issues as well.
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